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A word from the
editorial team

“Old age is not so bad when you consider the
alternative.” So said famously Maurice Chevalier,
French actor and singer. Used to denote anything
that is different, on the fringes, unorthodox and
unconventional such as the “alternative arts scene,”
or “alternative medicine” or a fallback plan (“what’s
the alternative?”) the term has a more negative, rather
than positive, connotation. Witness the alternative
option that Maurice Chevalier notes!
Understandably, stepping out of one’s comfort zone
to embrace that which is not the norm can be difficult
for even the most ardent adventurers among us. But
alternative also denotes change, options and with
change and options comes opportunity and progress.
Just think of the alternative if Thomas Edison, for
example, chose to stay in his zone of comfort and
not embrace the unconventional.
In the first of our series of articles, Badr El Hassan
explains how a growing appetite for alternative
investments can actually prove quite troublesome
to audit and highlights these challenges in his article
Breaking the mold on page 6.
This issue of MEPoV is also about doing things
differently. In the first instance, we have inserted a
special report on the Social Progress Index (SPI) that
has had us buzzing here at Deloitte since its release last
April. Measuring basic human needs, the foundations
of well-being and opportunity, the SPI is, in itself, an
alternative method to measure development. But what
does it all mean, especially for those of us in the Middle
East North Africa region? Two of our authors, Steve
Almond, chairman of the Global Board at Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu and Rashid Bashir, partner, head of
Strategy Consulting at Deloitte Middle East, discuss the

importance and impact of the SPI for countries in
general, and businesses in particular. As Steve Almond,
quoting Harvard professor Michael Porter, says: “Simply
put–business does better when society does better.”
In another of our featured articles, Technology gone
mad?, it is the public sector that is going “alternative.”
In wanting to provide consumer-centric and efficient
services, say authors Raid Shahin and Youmna Saloumi,
“the public sector is adopting new technology services
and implementing new IT solutions to achieve its
strategic objectives. But,” they say, “challenges abound.”
Speaking of efficiency and challenges, Ben Hughes
makes a “compelling case” for capital efficiencies in
the workplace on page 11. Similarly, Chris Digby,
Muhammad Razeen and Syed Ammar Zaheer provide
some solutions to the challenges of keeping spending
and schedule under control as companies invest heavily
again in “bigger and better” projects.
No issue of Middle East Point of View would be
complete without our featured article from the Deloitte
Review (we’re happy to go alternative but not that far.)
The article “Disrupting the CHRO: Following in the CFO’s
footsteps” on page 40 discusses the rise in importance
of the Human Resources manager and what she can
learn from her trusted colleague who had, previously,
also experienced a meteoric rise, the Chief Financial
Officer.
As always, we hope that you enjoy reading this issue of
MEPoV and make sure to drop us a line if you have any
comments.
ME PoV editorial team
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Breaking
the mold
Challenge of auditing
alternative investments
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Audit

Over the past five years investors have developed
an increased appetite for alternative investments,
due largely to their desire and eagerness to achieve
high returns with less vulnerability as to the
market risk and high volatility associated with
quoted stocks. Accordingly, regulators and
auditors are acknowledging the risks associated
with such non-traditional investments that
present a challenge for both, the investor and
the auditor alike.
Deloitte | A Middle East Point of View | Summer 2014 | 7

Alternative investments are investments that do not
belong to the three traditional asset types, namely
stocks, bonds and cash. Due to their complex nature,
limited regulations and relative lack of liquidity, most
alternative investment assets are held by institutional
investors or by experienced high net-worth individuals.
Alternative investments include equities in private and
real estate ventures as well as hedge funds. According
to Bloomberg Briefs dated 24 January 2014, nontraditional investments assets under management now
exceed US$6 trillion globally. In particular, private equity
firms were sitting on more than US$1 trillion in available
capital at the end of 2013, according to a recent report
from Bain & Company.
Auditing interpretation on auditing alternative
investments
In 2005 the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) issued an auditing interpretation on
auditing alternative investments. In 2006 AICPA issued
a practice aid which required auditors and management
to respond to the existence and valuation assertions
relating to alternative investments. The practice aid
provides guidance not only to auditors, but also to
management monitoring those investments as part of
their operations.
With respect to the existence assertion, several
questions arise such as: does the investor’s entity
investment exist as at financial statement date, and has
the related transaction occurred during that period? Is
there evidence and understanding of the underlying
investments? Is it enough to obtain confirmation from
general partners, fund managers, and third parties that
a particular alternative investment exists?

Non-traditional investments assets
under management may have exceeded
US$6 trillion globally
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The interpretation’s response is clear: it states that
confirmation by itself does not constitute adequate
audit evidence but rather adds that once the existence
risk is deemed significant, an auditor has to perform
additional procedures such as observing management
site visits, correspondence, inspecting fund agreements,
reviewing periodical fund statements, and vouching
certain cash receipts and disbursements, in addition to
consider practicality of confirming the holdings of the
alternative investments on a security-by-security basis.
As to the valuation assertion, one major question arises:
is the alternative investment, measured at year-end,
impartially at fair value? Companies often turn to their
custodians to provide analysis and data about fair value
by relying on the analysis and data provided by the
general partners “GP” or the fund managers, though
recently there has been an increasing shift away from
this reliance on custodian statements, which are
thought not to provide a reasonable estimate given the
amount of information the custodians themselves might
lack. Accordingly, and given such an inherent limitation
in the custodian’s role with respect to such complex
types of unquoted multi-level investments, it would be
insufficient for a custodian to ascertain whether the
alternative asset price received from the fund manager
is a fair price. Confirming the value from third parties
provides one piece of evidence, yet the practice aid
clearly states that additional evidence is obtained
through initially inquiring about the valuation
procedures applied by management, comparing
unaudited net asset values – received by the investor
entity at year-end – to audited financial statements,
tracking the timeliness of net assets values provided by
the investee company manager during the year, obtain
the K-1 Schedule (in case of U.S.-based investments) and
review any federal and state tax liability, compare net
asset value by the investee company fund with the net
asset value as per the custodian.
Client management vs. auditor
Given the above, monitoring the existence and valuations
of alternative investments is initially the responsibility of
management, and therefore management must have the
proper control environment in place and have adequate
understanding of its investments. Such an understanding

Audit

is obtained through initial due diligence performed before
the investment, ongoing monitoring, and financial
reporting controls relating to the accounting for, and
reporting of, the investment.
It’s always worth reminding ourselves that the auditor
cannot audit what management has not accounted for.
Accordingly the design and implementation of the
internal control environment are critical because the
nature, timing and extent of audit procedures are
determined based on them. An important element in
determining the nature, timing and extent of audit
procedures is the auditor’s understanding of the reliability
process that the investor’s management uses to
determine estimated fair value. In cases where the
auditor is unable to audit the existence or valuation
assertions of alternative investments as at the financial
statement date, the auditor should assess based on
circumstances and significance whether that would
trigger a scope limitation or disclaimer of opinion.
Additionally, management representations relating to
the appropriateness of the measurement methods
and consistency in application of valuation methods,
completeness and adequacy of the fair value disclosures,
subsequent events affecting fair value measurements
etc… do not represent a comfort zone to the auditors
in respect of entities with complex and sophisticated
alternative investments. Simply because these
representations are beyond management’s capacity or
ability to capture given their complexities and therefore
we expect these representations to be uncertain at times.
Accordingly, relying too much on these representations
does not actually improve the quality of audits but rather
might increase the risks surrounding it.
A plethora of challenges
Evidently, auditors will be facing many challenges while
auditing such non-traditional types of financial
instruments. To name a few:
1. From satisfying themselves that there is sufficient
evidence to support the valuations used to whether
or not it is sufficient to rely on a General Partner or
Fund Manager valuation;

The design and implementation of the
internal control environment are
critical to determine the nature,
timing and extent of audit procedures
2. Assessing the point at which the size of alternative
investment portfolio that cannot be readily valued
triggers a scope limitation;
3. Disclosing the material commitments along with
their call date relating to these investments that are
considered off-balance sheet commitments;
4. Obtaining full assurance in cases where the investor
company is using the one-quarter lag method for
valuation and therefore how are the auditors
obtaining assurance on year-end valuations
5. Assessing the proper accounting treatment of
distributions made by these investments and the basis
of recognizing them as a return of invested capital
(ROIC) or return on capital (ROC), meaning as a
deduction of the invested cost or as income through
profit or loss.
Conclusion
Going forward, institutional investors are likely to
allocate a higher percentage of their portfolio to
alternative investments, yet the intricacy, illiquidity and
opacity that characterize the alternative sector makes it
a daunting task to audit alternatives. As it seems to us
when auditing an area as non-traditional as alternative
investment, what is essential is more clarity in the
guidance and base lesser reliance on judgment call on
the part of the auditors.
by Badr El Hassan, principal, Audit, Deloitte
Middle East
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Capital
Efficiencies in
the workplace
A compelling case
The global economic outlook over the last five
years has created a change in the spending
patterns of clients and their prioritization of
capital expenditure. Cash remains tight and the
business case for any capital investment has to
be particularly robust for it to be considered.
For projects already approved or even under
construction, scrutiny on expenditure is ever
greater and there is a new mindset of extracting
as much as possible from the minimum level
of investment: the Capital Efficiency process.
Deloitte | A Middle East Point of View | Summer 2014 | 11

The opportunity
Organizations are often subject to changes driven
by economics, demographics, technology and the
environment, let alone external scrutiny. Companies
recognize the need to become more agile, flexible,
resilient and responsive to change and identify the
competitive advantages that can arise from working
smarter:
• Strengthened vision, values and brand strategy.
• Reduced value leakage.
• Enhanced performance metrics compared to
competitors.
• Improved staff satisfaction, retention and recruitment.
• Increased agility, creativity and flexibility.
• Diversification.
• Reduced environmental impact.
The challenge
While most companies place great emphasis on driving
efficiency out of their business processes and their
built assets, they tend to avoid the more complex,
challenging and seemingly intangible aspects of people
and culture. With staff costs equating to approximately
80 percent of corporate expenditure, process costs 12
percent and property costs 8 percent, it is clear that the
greatest investment impact is to be gained in creating
environments that benefit the organization’s critical
asset and cost, i.e. its people.
While the focus on reducing costs has been the
prevailing mantra during the global downturn, there is
now a growing case for providing an effective work
environment to improve employee performance.
Delivering more for less is the new modus operandi.

While most companies place great
emphasis on driving efficiency out of
their business processes and their built
assets, they tend to avoid the more
complex, challenging and seemingly
intangible aspects of people and culture
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The case for the people
What exactly are workplace efficiencies? Are they staff
headcount reductions as a means to improve profit
margins, or is it a complex description for saving on
consumables? The reality is neither of these.
If you were a CEO, would you like each member of your
staff to effectively work for free for two days per year?
Similarly, would you like to reduce your rent bill by
25-50 percent per annum? Of course you would but the
question is ‘how’?
“The answer is quite straightforward but the means to
achieving these sorts of results requires commitment
and leadership and, more often than not, a degree of
organizational change and transformation. But evidence
clearly demonstrates that positive changes involving
people and place can deliver tangible and sustainable
business and shareholder value,” says Simon Dunstan of
Plus 3 Architecture–a workplace change architectural
practice in the United Kingdom.
One of the more reliable indicators of people
performance in the workplace relates to productive
working hours. One approach that has been developed
quantified the average number of productive working
days for an employee (excluding holidays, sick leave,
training/administration) alongside the real cost to the
organization for each productive day (including salary,
insurance, car allowance, housing allowance, gratuity
payments and other on-costs such as training/office
overheads.) In this instance, the number of productive
days was determined to be 160 per annum and the real
cost of each day was AED3,620 or about US$985. While
the amount of working time may appear to be low, it is
based on the following factors:
• 25-day annual leave allowance;
• 8-day sick leave (this could vary);
• 10-day per annum training;
• Allowance for general office admin;
• A factored reduction of 20 percent for downtime
between projects.

I&CP

So in essence, taking into account the above working
days reduction, this provides us with a figure of 160
genuinely productive working days. Hence a 1 percent
increase in productivity would represent 1.6 additional
days per year with a ‘value’ attributed to that 1 percent
increase of AED5,790 or around US$1,576. When
extrapolated across an organization of say 500 people,
the metrics become quite interesting–an additional
800 days of work with a value of AED2.9 million (or
US$780,000) for a given year. Clearly this will vary
from organization to organization but the statistics
are compelling.
Operational efficiency plays its part
The measurement of the cost of property is arguably
more straightforward. Reductions in property costs
normally accrue through the reduction in the quantum
of space (through more efficient space planning) which
is facilitated by higher occupational densities (through
agile working and desk-sharing) and further enhanced
through the reduction in backlog maintenance and
running costs of outdated stock (by consolidating a
property portfolio.)
So what is the economic case for Capital
Efficiencies in the workplace?
Considering the two key metrics we have discussed–
people and the built assets they occupy, we can quantify
the value created through applying Capital Efficiencies in
the workplace.
Illustration: let’s assume we have an organization of
1,000 staff and, using the value of a productive day
at AED3,620 (or US$985) per member of staff and
applying the 1.6 additional days that a 1 percent
increase in productivity would derive, we can easily
reach an extrapolated “added-value” of AED5.79 million
(or circa US$1.57 million) of additional value extraction
per year.
If we assume simplistically that that organization
occupies around 6,250 sq.m. of leased office space,
at a cost of AED1,500 (or circa US$400 per sq.m.) per

If you are looking to save money,
maximize the output of your workforce
and generally operate in an efficient
manner, then the Capital Efficiencies
process may well be the answer
annum, then the annual rental bill would equate to
AED9.37 million (or US$2.5 million.) Let us then assume
that as a result of capital efficiencies being applied to
this workspace, there is an area reduction of 25 percent
through improved spatial planning and business process
mapping, it could theoretically translate to a reduced
annual rental bill of AED4.34 million or US$1.9 million.
To summarize, it could be suggested that the quantum
of change through Capital Efficiencies applied to the
workplace is as follows:

A x B = C – D = Efficiency Quotient
Staff Cost (A) x 1% increase in productivity (B) = Efficiency Factor (C), less Spatial
and/or Business Process Savings (D) which equates to (E)

So, if you are looking to save money, maximize the
output of your workforce and generally operate in an
efficient manner, then the Capital Efficiencies process
may well be the answer.
by Ben Hughes, director, Infrastructure & Capital
Projects, Deloitte Corporate Finance Limited (regulated
by the Dubai International Financial Center)
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Public Sector

Technology
gone mad?
Implementing IT solutions
in the Public Sector
In wanting to provide consumer-centric and
efficient services, the public sector is adopting
new technology services and implementing new
IT solutions to achieve its strategic objectives.
But the challenges abound.
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First: the benefits
The public sector faces the demanding challenge of
promoting economic development and social welfare
through the implementation of effective policies and
efficient service delivery, which goes hand in hand
with the growing need to provide the community
with efficient, sustainable, consumer-centric and
environmental-friendly services. Public sector entities,
following in the footsteps of private sector companies,
are adopting technology transformations in order to
enhance the delivery of services and optimize the
internal processes that are in line with these strategic
initiatives. Investing in the right technologies and
innovative usage of these technologies would enable
the public sector to achieve economic and social
development as well as to improve their image. The
benefits of this investment, at least in theory are clear:
1. Governments should benefit from IT systems to
integrate their data and offer more efficient, quicker
and convenient services to the public through online
platforms (e-government systems.) The citizens could
then be easily informed about new public sector
initiatives. More importantly, by implementing such
services, the public sector could encourage citizen
interaction and keep up with customers’ expectations
and habits that are already adapting to technologydriven private sector services.

IT solutions should constitute a key
knowledge-sharing medium between
different parties, such as government
entities, safety agencies, private sector
organizations, stakeholders and, most
importantly, citizens, which in turn
increases transparency and public trust
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2. IT solutions should constitute a key knowledgesharing medium between different parties, such as
government entities, safety agencies, private sector
organizations, stakeholders and, most importantly,
citizens, which in turn increases transparency and
public trust.
3. Technology solutions could enable public sector
entities to optimize their internal functions. In fact,
automated operations imply increased productivity
and accuracy, decreased redundancy and costeffectiveness in core as well as supporting functions
including Human Resources, Finance and
Procurement. Additionally, automated processes
allow more accurate and efficient exchange of
information, reporting and forecasting processes
across the organization, which would facilitate the
identification of key areas of improvement.
4. Technology transformation projects, depending on
their scale, would require internal and external
operations to be streamlined in order to achieve the
technology initiatives. The private sector is mature
as compared to the public sector in these areas of
technology implementation and organization
transformation for performance and productivity
enhancement. But public sector agencies are now
determined to fill this gap driven by customer and
stakeholder expectations.
In practice however, the challenges faced by the public
sector are considerable and different from those in the
private sector, as many transformations in the public
sector have social and political impacts. Below we
highlight some of the major difficulties faced during
IT implementation in the public sector.
Second: the challenges
The first key challenge is from the political forces and
the decision-making process within public sector
entities. Depending on the scale of implementation,
technology transformations require the involvement of
a range of stakeholders with different interests, which

Public Sector

may create bottlenecks in the decision-making process
and delays in the implementation and expected
outcomes, especially if there is no strong project
leadership. When leadership and ownership are not
clearly defined and centralized, projects may sometimes
be duplicated in different public sector entities, and
without the proper communication dealing with this
overlap will in turn add additional complexities to the
implementation process.
Changes in political power and environment might also
cause further disruption and delays in implementation.
In some cases, the initiatives for automation are based
on temporary strategies of existing arrangements rather
than on long-term improvement visions, and are thus
terminated and initiated whimsically with political shifts.
Therefore, strong government support and
communication strategies are essential for IT solution
implementations to proceed smoothly in terms of
funding, leadership and involvement of other public
and private sector stakeholders. The involvement of
legal and regulatory institutions is also vital to ensure
the robustness of the legislations as to the change to
be implemented.
A second key challenge is internal resistance to
organizational change implied by process automation.
Unlike other process reengineering and automation
initiatives in the private sector, public sector
organizations may face more intensive cultural and
political resistance to transformation, mainly driven by a)
the bureaucratic nature of public sector entities and b)
the technical capabilities of available resources. In fact,
the introduction of automated systems and organizational
transformation normally imply changes in roles and
responsibilities, administrative mechanisms and work
activities and public sector agencies tend to avoid
related bureaucratic changes.

Depending on the scale of
implementation, technology
transformations require the
involvement of a range of stakeholders
with different interests, which may
create bottlenecks in the decisionmaking process and delays in the
implementation and expected
outcomes
Another hindering factor is that employees might not
have the required knowledge and operational skills
for the new technologies and, as such, will require
awareness campaigns to decrease their resistance to
change as well as knowledge building to provide them
with the necessary skills to operate efficiently.
The third key complexity relates to the much greater
numbers of target customers for public sector services
(in this case the general population) rendering the
degree of risk in the scale of transformation and
innovation accordingly greater. The public sector would
be less willing to invest in cutting edge technologies to
avoid the possibility of failure and thus harm to its public
image.
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A key success factor in an environment
with various political forces and
decision-making dynamics is a strong
leadership capable of supporting the
project through political changes and
promoting and enforcing the use of
technologies across the organization
Third: a possible way forward
A key success factor in an environment with various
political forces and decision-making dynamics is a strong
leadership capable of supporting the project through
political changes and promoting and enforcing the
use of technologies across the organization. An
independent program/project management can also
ensure continuous communication with the different
stakeholders and alignment of initiatives together
with continuous monitoring of progress and outcomes.
Escalation of any problem or unexpected result at any
stage of the process to the related stakeholders is
critical to enable the appropriate action to be taken
accordingly. A smooth transition of operations and
organizational change also requires appropriate change
management strategies in place.
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Development of an overall technology strategy for the
public sector organization prior to its implementation is
also highly advisable. It is important to
• Understand the organization, its operations,
requirements and existing issues;
• Determine short-run and long-term objectives by
identifying relevant IT solutions that need to be
implemented as well as functional requirements;
• Conduct a gap analysis to assess the current state
and plan the actions required to achieve the defined
objectives;
• Develop an implementation roadmap where strategy
initiatives are prioritized with:
- Ownership of the initiatives clearly defined and
centralized;
- Identification of key stakeholders and their
involvement from start to finish to avoid conflicts;
- Technology strategies serving the long-term goal
of creating sustainable public value rather than by
temporary fixes driven by political factors.
Technology implementation in the public sector is
inherently risky because of its wide reach and impact.
One way to mitigate such risks, especially in the case of
highly innovative solutions, would be to conduct pilot
projects to test the implementation prior to delivering
the solution to the entire population, or to follow a
phased delivery process by module or service.

Public Sector

Furthermore, since public sector employees do not
normally have the competencies and expertise required
for designing, delivering and maintaining the new IT
systems, it is advisable to outsource the work at first
and progressively build in-house knowledge through
knowledge transfer sessions and trainings.
Finally, where the end-users of the services are the
citizens, it is important to communicate changes and
initiatives to the citizens/customers in order to develop
public awareness and trust.
In essence, for successful technology implementation,
it is critical to understand the broader context and
possible outcomes, internal and external, to the public
sector organization. The public sector entities should
consider all aspects of human resources, processes,
information requirements, political environment,
stakeholders and impact on citizens. Hence, technology
should be considered as ‘transformation’ rather than
merely ‘implementation.’ It is about identifying
opportunities where technology can deliver value,
have clear direction, and then use the right resources
to make that happen.

In essence, for successful technology
implementation, it is critical to
understand the broader context and
possible outcomes, internal and
external, to the public sector
organization
by Raid Shahin, director, and Youmna Saloumi,
consultant, Deloitte Middle East Technology Consulting
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Social Progress Index

Social
progress
The next buzzword
The Social Progress Imperative, a collaborative effort from across
countries, disciplines and sectors has for mission “to improve the
quality of lives of people around the world, particularly the least
well off, by advancing social progress.” They have recently
launched the Social Progress Index (SPI) for the second year
running in which they ranked 132 countries, including eight
from the MENA region. So how does the region fare? In this
insert, in which we have included the results of the survey,
two of our authors, Steve Almond, chairman of the Global
Board at Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu and a member of the
board of the Social Progress Imperative and Rashid Bashir,
partner, head of Strategy Consulting at Deloitte Middle
East, discuss the importance of the SPI for countries
in general, and businesses in particular.
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Social Progress Index

The quid pro quo
between business
and society
It is now widely accepted that business has a
fundamental role to play in building society. And
in an effort to restore public trust in the aftermath
of the global financial crisis, an increasing number
of CEOs are endeavoring to articulate a societal
purpose for their enterprise that is distinct from,
but does not conflict with, the profit motive. The
Millennial generation, projected to make up 75
percent of the workforce by 2025 is accelerating
this shift. Deloitte Global’s 3rd global survey of
millennials tells us that they believe the success of a
business should be measured in terms of more than
just financial performance and a focus on improving
society should be among the most important goals
for business leaders.
Deloitte | A Middle East Point of View | Summer 2014 | 23

Businesses should only invest in a new
market or a sector when research tells
them there is a match of need or
opportunity with their own skills
and expertise
Harvard Business professor, Michael Porter, put it
eloquently when he argued that connecting company
achievement to social progress creates a sense of shared
value that leads to economic success. Simply put–
business does better when society does better.
But with so many competing issues and challenges–
from resource scarcity and climate change to income
inequality and access to education–where does a
business begin making an impact beyond traditional
corporate social responsibility programs? And, how do
they know where they might have the greatest impact?
In simple terms, there are three key steps to finding out.
1. Use data to determine the issue that best aligns
with the core business. Unilever’s commitment to
making hand washing a habit for 1 billion people
around the globe was based on sound research and
aligns directly with their business. Businesses should
only invest in a new market or a sector when research
tells them there is a match of need or opportunity
with their own skills and expertise.
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The Social Progress Index (SPI) provides a
comprehensive tool to help businesses to determine
where to focus their efforts. Developed by the Social
Progress Imperative in collaboration with Harvard
Business School, Deloitte Global and its member firms
(Deloitte), The Skoll Foundation, among others, the
Index provides an authoritative view of a country’s
social and environmental strengths and weaknesses
based on the issues that matter most. By identifying
the areas that are hindering a particular country’s
progress relative to their peers, it can serve as a
country specific guide to help businesses determine
where to leverage their skills and expertise to greatest
effect. Measuring social progress of over 130
countries, covering more than 90 percent of the
world’s population, the Index considers three key
areas: Basic human needs–such as water and shelter;
Wellbeing–such as health and secondary education;
and Opportunity–the ability people have to improve
their lives–such as through equality and personal
rights.
2. Identify the right partners. The complexity of the
big societal challenges demands collaboration. The
Index can act as a catalyst in bringing different parties
together to address a single issue, combining the
authority and policy making of government, the
convening power and subject matter expertise of
NGOs and the technical skills and creativity of the
private sector. We have seen this first hand in
Latin America where Deloitte leaders have been
collaborating with leaders from business, government
and society to accelerate action. For example, the
Paraguay government issued a Presidential decree,
making SPI an official measure of national
performance and committing the government to

Social Progress Index

work with the Social Progress Network Paraguay,
comprised of 12 NGOs, foundations and businesses,
including Deloitte, to support the implementation
of the National Development Plan 2013-2018 with
priorities in water, nutrition and sanitation, the key
areas of need identified by the Index.
3. Measure impact. Businesses plan for and measure
“Return on Investment” (ROI), and stakeholders
expect nothing less. Corporate citizenship should be
no different. There are ways to measure how a social
investment affects brand awareness and reputation.
But stakeholders also want to know that their social
programs have real impact. SPI can serve as a
measurement tool to guide business investment
efforts. For instance, in Brazil, Coca Cola in
collaboration with their local partners have begun
to apply the Social Progress Index to develop a way
of assessing the impact of their investment efforts.
Measurement can help businesses further refine their
programs to have a bigger ROI in future years.

Businesses are becoming increasingly
aware of a symbiotic relationship with
social progress and are keen to
collaborate with governments and
NGOs to address societal challenges

Businesses are becoming increasingly aware of a
symbiotic relationship with social progress and are
keen to collaborate with governments and NGOs to
address societal challenges. Moreover, responsible
businesses know they must engage their stakeholders
who demand more value and more impact from
business, and demonstrate their contribution to society.
After all, a sustainable and prosperous society needs
thriving businesses–and for business to thrive over a
sustained period, it needs to operate in a prosperous
society.
by Steve Almond, chairman of Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu Limited’s (Deloitte Global) Global Board of
Directors
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The Social Progress Index 2014 Results
1

New Zealand

18

Slovenia

35

Greece

52

Colombia

2

Switzerland

19

Estonia

36

Croatia

53

Montenegro

3

Iceland

20

France

37

United Arab
Emirates

54

Mexico

4

Netherlands

21

Spain

38

Panama

55

Peru

5

Norway

22

Portugal

39

Israel

56

Philippines

6

Sweden

23

Czech
Republic

40

Kuwait

57

Botswana

7

Canada

24

Slovakia

41

Serbia

58

Belarus

8

Finland

25

Costa Rica

42

Argentina

59

Thailand

9

Denmark

26

Uruguay

43

Jamaica

60

Armenia

10

Australia

27

Poland

44

Bulgaria

61

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

11

Austria

28

Korea, Rep.

45

Malaysia

62

Ukraine

12

Germany

29

Italy

46

Brazil

63

El Salvador

13

United
Kingdom

30

Chile

47

Trinidad
and Tobago

64

Turkey

14

Japan

31

Latvia

48

Albania

65

Saudi Arabia

15

Ireland

32

Hungary

49

Macedonia,
FYR

66

Georgia

16

United States

33

Lithuania

50

Ecuador

67

Venezuela

17

Belgium

34

Mauritius

51

Romania

68

Dominican
Republic
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37

TH

40

TH

65

TH

Social Progress Index

69

South Africa

85

Sri Lanka

101

Nepal

117

Mozambique

70

Tunisia

86

Kazakhstan

102

India

118

Iraq

71

Bolivia

87

Algeria

103

Kenya

119

Madagascar

72

Paraguay

88

Indonesia

104

Zambia

120

Liberia

73

Azerbaijan

89

Mongolia

105

Rwanda

121

Mauritania

74

Nicaragua

90

China

106

Benin

122

Togo

75

Jordan

91

Morocco

107

Lesotho

123

Nigeria

76

Guatemala

92

Uzbekistan

108

Swaziland

124

Pakistan

77

Honduras

93

Kyrgyz
Republic

109

Malawi

125

Yemen, Rep.

110

Congo, Rep.

126

Niger

75

TH

78

Namibia

94

Iran, Islamic
Republic

79

Cuba

95

Tajikistan

111

Uganda

127

Angola

80

Russian
Federation

96

Ghana

112

Burkina Faso

128

Sudan

81

Moldova

97

Senegal

113

Mali

129

Guinea

82

Japan

98

Lao PDR

114

Tanzania

130

Burundi

83

Lebanon

99

Bangladesh

115

Djibouti

131

Central African
Republic

84

Egypt, Arab
Republic

100

Cambodia

116

Cameroon

132

Chad

83

RD

84

118

TH

125

TH

TH
Source: Social Progress Imperative
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Social Progress Index

SPI: the alternative
model to measure
development
The most widely accepted measures of development
over the last half-century have been focused on
national economies, with Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) and associated indicators being used as
yardsticks for national performance. This is
understandable, as economic growth has driven the
improvement in living standards for hundreds of
millions across the world. But are these indicators
enough? This author thinks they may be telling an
incomplete story.
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Social progress is the capacity of a
society to meet the basic human needs
of its citizens, establish the building
blocks that allow citizens and
communities to enhance and sustain
the quality of their lives, and create
the conditions for all individuals to
reach their full potential
Economists and politicians have widely debated and
contested the often-cryptic notion of measuring a
nation’s welfare and they have done so over the last
200 years. At the heart of this debate is the need for
governments to determine how the utilization of a
country’s human and natural resources is impacting the
standards of living for its citizens and residents. But
while economic indicators remain the dominant and
most pervasive tools to assess national growth,
development and wellbeing, it is increasingly evident
that they do not tell the full story.
An incomplete story
Egypt provides a telling example. The country witnessed
strong growth in per capita GDP and purchasing power
parity (PPP) in the years leading up to the 2011
revolution, yet citizens took to the streets with demands
for better opportunities and a change of government.
The example provided by Egypt is that all across the
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world, it is ever more evident that economic growth
alone cannot be a harbinger of a society’s wellbeing,
and that policymakers need broader and more inclusive
models to assess their progress. In this sense, economic
growth must be measured alongside social and
environmental indicators such as human needs, quality
of life, and opportunities for citizens in order to inform
and drive public policies.
The third model
It is in response to this need for other measurements
of progress that the Social Progress Index (SPI) was
developed: a comprehensive measurement framework
for the social and environmental performance of a
nation. The SPI is intended to measure social progress
independent of economic development, with 54
indicators rating outcomes across three dimensions:
Basic Human Needs, Foundations of Wellbeing, and
Opportunity. Indicators include health, sanitation, water
access, affordable housing, crime, access to information,
sustainability, personal freedom and tolerance to name a
few. Using all outcome-based indicators across social
and environmental dimensions allows for a better
evaluation of a nation’s ability to meet its people’s
basic needs as well as the level of access and social
opportunities they are afforded. The SPI, developed by
a team led by Harvard Business School’s Michael Porter
among other economists, strategists and professors, is
now in its second year, with 2014 results released for
132 countries.
What can the SPI tell us?
When areas such as personal safety, access to
information and personal rights are considered, it is not
always the wealthiest countries that rank the highest in
social progress. In fact, some of the largest and richest
countries measured did not make it into the top 10 even.

Social Progress Index

Social Progress Index

Basic human needs

Foundations of wellbeing

- Nutition and basic medical care

- Access to basic knowledge

- Personal rights

- Water and sanitation

- Access to information and
communications

- Personal freedom and choice

- Shelter
- Personal safety

Opportunity

- Tolerance and inclusion
- Health and wellness

- Access to advanced education

- Ecosystem sustainability

Does a country provide for
its people’s mostessential needs?

The front leaders of the SPI rankings are relatively small
OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development) countries, with New Zealand, Switzerland,
and Iceland placed in the top three. New Zealand,
ranked first, has a GDP per capita of US$25,857, well
below the United States that has a GDP per capita of
US$45,336, but which ranks 16th and has relatively
poor scores in areas such as health and ecosystem
sustainability.
While social progress results are positively correlated
with a country’s per capita GDP, the relationship is by no
means linear and there are many notable deviations. For
the poorest countries, even small gains in GDP amount
to large improvements in social progress, primarily due
to spending on basic human needs such as health and
sanitation. The opposite is true for the wealthiest
countries, where substantial gains in GDP per capita do
not amount to considerable improvements in social

Are the building blocks in place for
individuals and communities to enhance
and sustain wellbeing?

Is there opportunity for all
individuals to reach their full potential?

While social progress results are
positively correlated with a country’s
per capita GDP, the relationship is by
no means linear and there are many
notable deviations
progress. For these countries (where basic needs have
by and large been met), a different and more complex
set of challenges present themselves, such as
sustainability and tolerance. Of the three dimensions,
opportunity (measured by personal rights, freedom,
inclusion) has the highest variation from wealth.
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SPI in the Middle East
For the Middle Eastern countries included in the SPI,
the greatest challenges observed are in providing social
opportunity for citizens and residents. A number of
factors weigh in on this dimension, such as the unique
political, religious and cultural characteristics which
influence some of the outcomes measured such as
Inclusion and Personal Freedom. Ecosystem sustainability
is also an area of concern, particularly in the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) countries where fresh water
and biodiversity are more scarce, and high emissions are
a byproduct of extensive industrial development. The
GCC countries have made significant strides for the
region in providing basic needs such as housing,
education, healthcare, and utilities.
As for the select Middle Eastern countries measured in
the SPI, the United Arab Emirates ranks 37th followed by
Kuwait (40th), Saudi Arabia (65th), Jordan (75th), Lebanon
(83rd), Egypt (84th), Iraq (118th) and Yemen (125th).

2014 SPI Rankings for select Middle East countries
(132 total countries ranked where 1 is the highest score and 132 is the lowest)
Basic human
needs

Foundations of
wellbeing

Opportunity

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
Kuwait

Saudi Arabia
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Jordan

The first is that many resource-rich countries do not
perform as well on social and environmental indicators
when compared to countries of similar per capita wealth
which are not dependent on natural resources as a
primary source of income. Saudi Arabia, the UAE,
Kuwait, Iraq, Iran, Russia, Kazakhstan and Angola all
have a notable disparity between their SPI and GDP per
capita rankings. In many cases, regional conflict has
played a role as has the fact that their political systems
are less established relative to their peer groups.
Undoubtedly the abundance of resources has allowed
for substantial improvements in providing basic human
needs, where gains for resource-abundant countries are
the highest.
Secondly, there is a weak correlation between
government spending and SPI scores, which implies
that governments inclined to improve their scores will
need to go beyond stimulus, spending and investment
programs to improve social welfare. The GCC has
started to take heed in the area of sustainability, where
new policies and programs aimed at conservation and
sustainable development are increasingly popular.
Masdar city, which aims to be a fully sustainable clean
tech cluster in the UAE is an example of this.

Overall social
progress score

20

UAE

So what can the SPI tell us about the Middle East based
on these rankings? For one thing, countries throughout
the Middle East are extremely diverse, and represent a
wide range of both social and economic performance,
making any blanket statements implausible. But when
considering social progress relative to economic
performance, there are a few pertinent takeaways
for policymakers in this region.

Lebanon

Social Progress Index

Lastly, the SPI is a measure of outcomes rather than
inputs, so the indicators do not capture public sector
spending or investment in any given dimension. This is
relevant for the Middle East, and particularly the GCC,
where a considerable amount of public policy and
spending has been devoted to inputs such as
infrastructure development, urban planning and
institutional improvements. This suggests that current
government investments aimed at improving literacy,
health, wellness and safety, if effective, will yield
stronger SPI scores for the GCC in years to come. This
will require robust data to track progress in these areas
and depict a realistic picture of gains achieved on the
ground.

Ultimately, the SPI is not meant to
be a perfect measurement of social
welfare or wellbeing, but to provide a
complimentary view to GDP and other
traditional economic development
indicators

Ultimately, the SPI is not meant to be a perfect
measurement of social welfare or wellbeing, but to
provide a complimentary view to GDP and other
traditional economic development indicators. While the
measurements used to determine social progress might
not fully capture the myriad developments underway in
the Middle East or the progress it has witnessed, the
underlying message is relevant. Building a thriving and
sustainable society requires the collaboration of
government, institutions, businesses, and people
investing in the region where they live and work. This
requires socially and environmentally stable markets,
which cannot be built through economic development
alone. Expanding the ways in which we measure
prosperity and progress will require more inclusive
models that address the wider facets of society.
by Rashid Bashir, partner, head of Strategy Consulting,
Deloitte Middle East
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About the Social Progress Imperative
The Social Progress Imperative’s mission is to improve the lives
of people around the world, particularly the least well off, by
advancing global social progress by: providing a robust, holistic
and innovative measurement tool–the Social Progress Index (SPI);
fostering research and knowledge- sharing on social progress; and
equipping leaders and change-makers in business, government
and civil society with new tools to guide policies and programs.
2014 Results
The full, interactive dataset from the Index is available at:
www.socialprogressimperative.org/data/spi. Please note that due
to a variety of changes made to this year’s index including the
number of countries covered, the 50-country 2013 Social Progress
Index is not comparable to the 2014 Social Progress Index.
For more information on SPI:
www.deloitte.com/social-progress

Social Progress Index

Saving Priva

(and public ones t
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Capital Projects

ate Project

too!)
With capital spending now at US$11-12 trillion
annually, with a growth of 10 percent or more
expected in the next few years1, it seems the lull in
spending across the globe was short-lived. But as
“bigger and better” becomes the new maxim, and
companies are investing heavily in capital projects
again, managers are facing significant challenges in
keeping spending and schedule under control.
Recent studies show that 63 percent of projects are over
budget and 75 percent are not meeting their schedules.
There is no clear explanation as to why project control
is suffering as a result of the upturn in capital spending,
though we believe it is because companies have
improved their project controls processes in discrete
areas and have yet to achieve the synergy that is
possible via integration to produce optimum results.
The project management fraternity advises the use of
different structures to control the projects (and the
classical triple constraint of scope, cost and time in an

addition to risk, resources and quality), which has
given rise to concepts such as work breakdown
structure (WBS), cost breakdown structure (CBS),
asset breakdown structure (ABS) and organizational
breakdown structure (OBS.) The objective behind these
structures is to focus the attention of the project team
members on specific areas of the project and provide
them with the capability and specialization to effectively
manage those areas. Although effective, this siloed
approach leads to disharmony within the project
controls domain and results in poor project performance
as described earlier.
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This advancement in the approach to
manage capital projects has increased
the complexity and resulted in poor
project performances. It has also
provided an opportunity for technology
to reduce this complexity by making
the approach as seamless as possible.
Project control is most effective when management
is based on an integrated WBS that harmonizes the
dimensions for scope, time and cost. The integrated
WBS represents the translation of the asset scope
(the ultimate deliverable of the project) into discrete
component deliverables (intermediate products required
to affect the asset scope) for which work (both time
and cost) can be planned and controlled effectively.
The WBS is further supplemented by the OBS, which
focuses on translating the resource provisions and
constraints as to how, and by whom, the work will
be performed with respect to the project’s objectives.
Similar to WBS, the OBS assists in breaking down the
organizational responsibilities in a hierarchical manner
and its alignment with the lower level elements of WBS
represent work packages that can be effectively planned
and managed. A work package describes the work to
be performed by a specific organizational unit, and
serves as a vehicle for monitoring and reporting on
progress, cost and schedule. The CBS forms the
backbone to integrate the WBS with the corporate
financial management systems as it helps to manage
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costs based on organization standards. Cost elements
are generally used at the work package level to add
cost dimension to a WBS and help in segregating the
nature of the associated costs.
The ABS is used in conjunction with the project
WBS by the organizations for developing information
models that support the early visualization of the asset
throughout the lifecycle of a project. It also facilitates
in maintaining the asset after completion of the project.
Recent trends on BIM (Building Information Modeling)
is gaining adoption within the design and construction
processes for delivering asset scope and helping it
integrate with the lifecycle of the project WBS.
This advancement in the approach to manage capital
projects has increased the complexity and resulted in
poor project performances. It has also provided an
opportunity for technology to reduce this complexity
by making the approach as seamless as possible. Current
project management information systems (PMIS) have
in-built capabilities to manage small to medium projects
with their varying structures and also provide features
to seamlessly integrate with corporate ERP systems.
However, these tools do not provide sufficient
functionalities to cater to the complex requirements
of mega projects. A growing trend in the industry is
to use commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) applications
to manage the different areas of cost, time, and scope
and integrate them for effective management. Vast
synergy can be achieved by integrating these systems
and alleviate the problems facing the industry from the
project controls perspective. Yet, integrating such
systems is an enormous challenge and leads to the
following problems:
1. Resistance to change – The resistance to change is
very significant in such integrations as we try to shift
from the traditional way of managing projects. The
most common issue raised by the project team is that
it will increase their workload.

Capital Projects

2. Technical complexity – Managing the technical
complexity of integrating several systems together
that probably use different technology frameworks is
very difficult and leads to an un-manageable system.
3. IT vs. business – The requirements for both the IT
and business from such integration is significantly
different and leads to conflicts which if not managed
properly can derail the entire exercise.
Some companies have achieved significant success in
designing a solution to integrate different best of breed
products for project management that revolves around a
standard WBS that manages all other aspects of project
controls effectively. By defining a common WBS across
all other structures up to a certain level, they allow each
structure to build upon a common hierarchy with the
associated details (for example, the cost management
system can use the lowest level of WBS and append
the cost elements to manage cost effectively.) This
approach reduces the associated technical complexity
and facilitates the integration of information coming
from different systems onto a common point i.e. the
lowest level of the common WBS. Typically, this lowest
level is called the work package level and helps the
project team manage the project in a tiered approach
whereas allowing the project manager (and anyone
with sufficient privileges) to manage the project as a
whole. These tools further help to automate many
laborious processes and it is strongly recommended
to use prototypes for convincing the organization on
how this automation reduces their work. It is also
imperative that such integration efforts should be led
by the business with IT leading the technology aspects
of integration based on business requirements.

WBS lifecycle management is critical towards the
successful delivery of any project and technology can
effectively act as an enabler to bring projects within
budget and time. A sample WBS lifecycle of our
approach is depicted below with associated systems:

Corporate level ERP system

Progress
reporting

Cost management
Control account

Actual and
commitments
CPI/SPI EV etc

High level WBS/EBS
WBS
mapping

Progress
measurement
WBS
mapping

Project scheduling

WBS
mapping
Owner operator level WBS

Assets information

Plant data sheets
Engineering tags
Plant breakdown structure

WBS mapping
Progress
roll-up

Contractor’s scheduling system

EPC contractor’s
detailed WBS

By Chris Digby, senior director, Consulting, Deloitte &
Touche Bakr Abulkhair & Co., Muhammad Razeen,
senior manager, Consulting, Deloitte Middle East and
Syed Ammar Zaheer, senior consultant, Consulting,
Deloitte & Touche Bakr Abulkhair & Co.

Endnotes
1. A.T. Kearney Excellence in Capital Projects II study, 2012
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Disrupting
the CHRO
Following in the CFO’s
footsteps
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Deloitte Review

If you are old enough to have known anyone in
charge of a corporation’s finances in the 1970s, he
might not have worn a green eyeshade, but he was
assuredly relegated to the back office, focused on
accounting, controls, and preparing financial and
tax statements. Fast-forward to today, and the
role has evolved into something deserving of the
high-ranking title of “chief financial officer,” so
influential in major decision making that it is
now considered among the most important in
an organization’s C-suite. So how did the money
counter transform into one of the CEO’s closest
partners in driving business strategy?
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As scale became a competitive imperative, and as
managers began seeing the company more as a system
of investment than a system of production, finance
came to the fore. Financial capital was recognized as the
primary scarce and its shortage as the biggest constraint
on growth. At the same time, alternative approaches to
accessing capital and funding projects proliferated,
forcing financial decision making to become increasingly
sophisticated. Financial moves that depended on a firm’s
particular situation and goals eclipsed generic, one-sizefits-all solutions, which drove a major transformation of
the senior finance executive’s role into a position
requiring new levels of strategic thinking.
There is another role that is just now embarking on
what promises to be a similarly transformational journey.
Again, it’s a role with administrative roots, but at its
heart, similarly focuses on an asset critical to success,
the scarcity of which has now become among the
biggest constraints on corporate growth. Welcome to
the new world of the chief human resource officer
(CHRO.)
No talent, no growth
Insufficiency of talent is emerging as a critical inhibiter
of growth strategies, and it operates at two levels. First,
many companies lack sufficient levels of talent to devise
repeatable game-changing, next-generation offerings.
Second, to execute any particular growth strategy,
companies should retain and engage the people who
are critical to their current business while attracting and
assimilating new talent with relevant skills to lead future
endeavors.

What some see as a paradox, corporate
managers know as their painful reality:
despite persistent high levels of
unemployment, growing numbers of
jobs are going unfilled
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What some see as a paradox, corporate managers know
as their painful reality: despite persistent high levels of
unemployment, growing numbers of jobs are going
unfilled. Latest reports in the United States show some
three million positions vacant, even as over 7 percent of
those wishing to work find no one willing to hire them.
California is a case in point. Unemployment in the state
as we write this is at 8.9 percent–yet there are 840,000
jobs available1.
For reasons from changing demographics and altering
family structures to shifts in generational attitudes and
the impacts of public policy, companies can no longer
assume they can draw on an ample, let alone abundant,
pool of skilled talent to achieve their growth objectives.
Unlike previous tight talent markets where shortfalls in
critical skills reflected overall low unemployment, today’s
critical talent shortage is the result of a major mismatch
between available skills and needed ones. And this
mismatch is far-reaching. Of the 312 CFOs and other
executives at large companies in a recent survey, 39
percent said that they were either “barely able” or
“unable” to meet the demand for the talent required
to run their organizations2.
Now add to this talent scarcity the fact that information
and communications technologies have enabled whole
new work arrangements by allowing knowledge
workers to connect with employers and projects
contractually, remotely, and asynchronously. We are
now in the midst of what we call the “open talent
economy,” in which people move more freely than ever
from role to role and across organizational and
geographic boundaries3. The term is a nod to the open
source movement in software development. What that
model did for access to applications, the open talent
economy is doing for access to work. What this means
is that the role of the executives focused on the people
aspects of the business takes on new contours, and
their decisions must become more creative and
strategic.
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To be sure, HR has been moving toward a greater focus
on strategy over the three eras delineated by Cornell’s
Patrick Wright. In the 1980s, personnel directors
realized they needed to do more to align their largely
administrative work to the strategy of the business. By
the 1990s, these executives, now styled “human
resource” officers, believed they should have “a seat
at the table” where business strategy was being
formulated4.
Now we’re entering an era in which firms compete on
knowledge and intangible assets (figure 1), and access
to and management of critical talent is of strategic
importance. The CHRO must step up to the implications
of the new world of work. That’s easier said than done.
As Matthew Burkley, CEO of Genscape and former CFO
of ThomsonReuters Sales and Trading puts it, “HR used
to be about processes and controls. Now, they need to
be about driving business results. The challenge of the
transition is that a lot of HR people try to “talk the talk”
about building talent strategies, but they inevitably
retreat back to their comfort zone and want to
implement some new system or process5.”

For reasons from changing
demographics and altering family
structures to shifts in generational
attitudes and the impacts of public
policy, companies can no longer assume
they can draw on an ample, let alone
abundant, pool of skilled talent to
achieve their growth objectives
Figure 1. The source of U.S. corporate value creation
has changed

40%

How can the transformation to a more strategic,
growth-focused kind of leader really happen? The
success story of the CFO role may be especially
instructive for tomorrow’s CHRO.

c. 1982

Learning by analogy
What could be more of a commodity resource, utterly
undifferentiated and nonstrategic, than monetary
currency? That’s why, in the first century of the
corporation, other managers dismissed the financial
function as doing little more than counting beans. Back
in 1922, Henry Ford had this to say: “Nothing can be
made except by makers, nothing can be managed
except by managers. Money cannot make anything and
money cannot manage anything7.”

60%
Tangible assets
15%

Intangible assets

c. 2010

85%

Source: Juergen Daum; Ocean Tomo6
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A glance backward reveals how radically
firms’ expectations have changed with
regard to the CFO’s breadth of
background. Baseline financial skills
are still essential, but international
experience, industry knowledge,
technology expertise, and strategic
acumen carry the day.
The original work of top financial executives fit squarely
into the finance conception of control. CFOs focused on
close management of cash flow, costs, and risk. Their
main responsibilities were financial reporting, audit and
compliance, planning, treasury, and capital structure.
But the role evolved in response to a number of new
imperatives. Princeton sociologist Dirk Zorn, who has
researched the history of the CFO role, pegs its
beginnings to the days of “the conglomerate ideal,”
when companies needed senior finance people to
handle the funding of those diversifying acquisitions.
Zorn notes, however, that the CFO role really took off
after 1979, when savvy financial managers found ways
to protect corporate earnings from ambiguous changes
in accounting rules. “The CFO’s popularity quickly
surged as a result,” Zorn reports, “and the role kept
expanding in the following years to focus on managing
shareholders and stock prices8.”
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Since then, external forces, from stringent new rules for
compliance and regulatory oversight to new practices
by Wall Street analysts, have continued to reshape the
CFO’s agenda and role. Among these forces:
• More types and sophistication of financial instruments
along with increased attention to the impulses of the
financial markets
• Technology advances in real-time information access
and trading with corresponding complexities
• Access to global capital markets
• More complex and involved regulatory requirements
• Greater (and often more critical) external scrutiny
• Burgeoning expectations related to innovations in
financial structuring
• Fallout from the late 2000s financial crisis
As the CFO function shifted to a shareholder/stakeholder
value and institutional management role, it increased in
prominence. Today, the professional who is hired or
promoted into a multinational’s CFO role helps to set
the course of the business. That means being able to
advance an organization’s growth or improve its
competitive position by identifying the key constraints
holding it back and then using finance to free it from
those constraints9.
Transformations of roles, in any realm, take time to
play out. For CFOs, it has involved both displacements
of incumbents operating in outdated modes and
emergence of new feeder career roles. But a glance
backward reveals how radically firms’ expectations
have changed with regard to the CFO’s breadth of
background and the caliber of talent the position
attracts. Baseline financial skills are still essential,
but international experience, industry knowledge,
technology expertise, and strategic acumen carry
the day.
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Figure 2. History repeats itself: parallels between the CFO and the CHRO
This graphic summarizes key changes in the CFO and
CHRO roles to date, based on a collection of job
descriptions from several leading executive search firms
over a period of 15 years and interviews with current
and former CFOs and CHROs.

CFO past
• Oversee accounting and audit functions
• Demonstrate technical and functional
financial expertise
• Respond to capital and liquidity needs
• Lead finance function
• Provide direction on public reporting
• Drive efficiency and cost reduction
• Ensure compliance and participate in corporate
governance
• Focus on controls, internal risk management,
financial planning and analyses
• Develop and execute enterprise-wide financial
processes and policies

CFO today
• Ensure technical and functional financial
expertise across the enterprise
• Work with line management, leadership,
and board
• Drive enhanced top- and bottom-line results;
enable business expansion while managing risk,
• tax, and timing issues
• Identify and remove growth and profitability
constraints
• Represent leadership decisions internally and
externally; actively participate in corporate
governance and contribute to board meetings
• Ensure strategic allocation of capital across
investments
• Ensure alignment of financial, operating, and
planning decisions with overall business strategy
• Identify and interpret data and trends (social,
regulatory political, economic) and translate
into opportunities
• Provide strategic problem solving; Build skills as
potential CEO successor

CHRO past to present
• Accountable for creating and executing
operating HR processes and policies
• Demonstrate HR technical and functional
expertise
• Work with admin functions and support
top management team
• Responsive to hiring needs and building
talent pipeline
• Evaluate employee performance
• Develop competitive compensation and
benefits offerings
• Develop, communicate, and implement
policies
• Ensure process control
• Execute change processes

Source: Heidrick & Struggles, Korn/Ferry,
and Russell Reynolds Associates

CHRO evolving
• Ensure effective operational HR delivery
• Align organizational talent capabilities with
overall business strategy
• Work with line management, leadership and
board; advocate for employees at the executive
table
• Interpret talent trends–social, regulatory,
demographic, economic–and translate into
opportunities
• Ensure rewarding environment; improve
employee engagement
• Implement aligned end-to-end global talent
management architecture
• Design and implement competitive, compliant,
and market-sensitive variable compensation
schemes globally
• Drive organizational change initiatives
• Provide strategic, innovative problem solving
• Be steward of organizational culture and values
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CHRO is next
Though no one today would refer to people
management in pure commodity terms, the human
resources organization started out as a back-office,
administrative function in the mold of the 1970s finance
function. The very term “resources” suggested that the
warm bodies who showed up to workplaces were just
another undifferentiated input to production. But things
have changed dramatically. Corporate strategies have
shifted to emphasize the necessity of growth and
innovation–and with that change, human resources
reveal themselves to be highly differentiated in terms
of skills, engagement, and adaptive capacity.
We now find ourselves in a situation where, just as the
management of differentiated critical talent comes to
the fore, the talent to manage it strategically is itself in
short supply. The next several years will likely bring the
imperative for transformational change to the role of the
CHRO.
But, just like some CFOs of times past, not all incumbent
HR executives are likely to make the change. Many
are primarily focused on the plethora of concerns–
operational, regulatory, and tactical–that can so easily
consume their capacity and result in gaps between
strategic demands for talent and the CHRO’s ability to
deliver. A recent survey of CEOs reveals that, among all
direct reports, HR is overwhelmingly viewed as the least
agile function10. In our own conversations with CFOs
about the need to form effective C-suite partnerships,
we consistently hear that their attempts to work
strategically with HR are the most trying.

Corporate strategies have shifted to
emphasize the necessity of growth and
innovation–and with that change,
human resources reveal themselves to be
highly differentiated in terms of skills,
engagement, and adaptive capacity
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As companies begin to feel the pain of this talent
leadership crisis, they will find ways to address it, and it
is likely no single recipe will emerge. Some HR leaders
will make major contributions to the companies they
grew up in. But many firms will look outside for a fresh
understanding of talent. This is happening already:
while in 2011, 54 percent of CFOs were groomed and
promoted internally, the story was different for CHROs.
From 2008 to 2011, only 34 to 38 percent of newly
appointed CHROs came up from inside. Similarly, the
average tenure of CHROs has declined over the past
10 years11.
Another trend underscores the difficulty HR executives
seem to be having with the transformation. In a recent
Harvard Business Review article, Harvard Business School
professor Boris Groysberg, along with Kevin Kelly and
Bryan MacDonald, observe that, “Instead of turning to
career HR practitioners, companies are increasingly
filling the CHRO role with leaders from functions on
the business side, such as operations, marketing, or
corporate law.” The authors postulate:
If companies continue to award top HR jobs to non-HR
executives, the CHROs of the future will be more likely
to have an understanding of commercial models, as well
as experience with change management and finding
pragmatic solutions to complex issues. And they will put
extra pressure on HR specialists in functions like talent
management to shift their focus from theory to business
management12.
We see more frequent instances of this type of hiring
move by CEOs including at Liberty Mutual, Credit Suisse,
and Yahoo, to name a few.
Whatever professional background and training
executives bring to human resources leadership, the
CHRO of the future will find the role steeped in four
dominant themes:
• Recalibrating the CHRO role
• Embracing open talent models
• Going long on analytics
• Curating the talent experience
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Recalibration
Specifically, what needs to be recalibrated by the CHRO
is the role itself. Our model of an effective leader has
four “faces”: Catalyst, Strategist, Steward, and Operator.
In the case of the CHRO, this model helps to clarify the
need to “dial up” from steward and operator activities
to focus more sharply on the strategist and catalyst
“faces.”
According to Lauren Doliva, managing partner of
Heidrick & Struggles’ Global HR Officer practice, “The
CHRO role must be reinvented. There are no longer
“best practices” in human resources. Instead, the CHRO
must be an executive who, like top CEOs, can envision
and shape the talent strategy and architecture to align
with transformational business objectives13.” To do that,
however, will likely require CHROs to find ways to tend
to today’s “table stakes” while delivering on the broader
(and intensifying) demands of CEOs and boards.

One way to gauge the current and
future trajectory of an organization’s
talent platform is to evaluate HR’s
project/program portfolio: how well
does each directly align with the
strategy of the business?

Doliva goes on to say that, “In a marketplace where
talent is scarce, boards are taking note of the
opportunities for getting the talent agenda right–along
with the risks of being left behind.” Witness, for example,
the decision by Qualcomm’s board to form a “talent risk
committee” and the growing movement in the United
Kingdom to account for talent on companies’ balance
sheets14.
Talent leaders should recalibrate not only their own
focus and time, but also those of the resources they
direct. One way to gauge the current and future
trajectory of an organization’s talent platform is to
evaluate HR’s project/program portfolio: how well does
each directly align with the strategy of the business?
The portfolio of investments will yield the organization’s
future currency.
This is precisely what the CHRO of a Fortune 100 Silicon
Valley-based technology company managed to pull off
recently. New to the organization, the CHRO asked her
leadership team to step back from HR’s several hundred
line items of projects and initiatives to answer the
following question: what strategic purpose and
collective set of outcomes do we expect this portfolio
to deliver for the business? The answers she heard were
neither consistent nor clear. So the leadership group
sequestered themselves in a two-day “lab” session.
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When they emerged, they had crafted a talent agenda
that was strategic, actionable, and measurable. The
agenda represents HR’s areas of focus and mutually
reinforces the talent-related system of change that the
business is predicated on. While the leaders still run their
own shops day-to-day, they now do so with a strategic
mindset, a consistent view, and a set of supporting
guideposts. This model for strategic alignment leaves
little room for veering off course. In the process, the
team infused an esprit de corps within HR that is
permeating the entire business.

Talent now comes in many forms–
full-time or part-time employees,
seasonal or situational workers,
independent contractors, and other
extended ecosystem members
This CHRO, an example of a recent high-profile
appointment into a blue-chip firm, stressed that many
of her HR leaders had the right ideas. It was a matter
of bringing it all together through a strategic frame
and finding the right mechanism to measure and hold
them accountable. Melanie Foley, EVP and Chief HR
and Administration Officer at Liberty Mutual Insurance
Group, followed a very different path to Liberty’s top
HR job. She grew up on the business side and, before
becoming CHRO, held the role of EVP, general manager
of the personal markets distribution organization. Her
perspective, however, parallels the tech CHRO’s. Foley
states that her proven track record enhanced the
credibility of the HR function, opened doors, and gave
a platform to HR professionals to advance the function
in a more strategic direction15.
Open talent models
One well-documented change: the traditional model of
nine-to-five job holders clocking in to assigned office
workspaces is waning. The open talent model is a
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significant departure from dabbling with flexibility
and remote work around the edges of the traditional
paradigm. The CHRO should be equipped to think
beyond the “corporate ladder” way to hold a job and
embrace the new “corporate lattice” world of work16.
John Hagel and John Seely Brown have spent the past
several years tracking what they call the “Big Shift” in
the global business environment as a result of digital
technology. One set of changes they describe is the rise
of creative talent, its growing role as a source of value,
and its increasing mobility. Hagel explains:
The Big Shift is creating mounting performance pressure
for companies. In responding, companies need to be
more aggressive and creative in reaching out to, and
connecting with, relevant talent wherever it resides.
More importantly, companies need to find ways to build
relationships with relevant talent outside the firm that
will help all participants to learn faster and achieve
ever higher levels of performance. If we can do this
effectively, we will be able to drive leveraged growth
for companies–delivering more and more value to the
marketplace with limited internal resources17.
Just as CFOs today engage on behalf of their firms in
global financial markets–wielding tools ranging from
foreign currency exchange models to risk hedges–the
CHRO increasingly should make use of a suite of
complementary mechanisms to engage with these
dynamic global talent markets. Capitalizing on the Big
Shift will likely entail trading off the benefits of stable
and flexible workers, setting criteria for “buy, build,
borrow” talent decisions, and finding ways to anticipate
large-scale changes and their implications for talent
needs.
Talent now comes in many forms–full-time or part-time
employees, seasonal or situational workers, independent
contractors, and other extended ecosystem members.
With more variety in the offerings in the talent
marketplace, more options for how to structure
employment arrangements, and different types of
attendant risks, the CHRO should rethink investments
in talent in terms of their placement, expected future
benefits, and duration.
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Redefining work, jobs, and competition for ideas and
designs is part of the CHRO’s new challenge and will
emphasize composition of “off-balance sheet” talent
networks. This will involve new collaborations among
CHROs, business unit leaders, functional leaders, and
procurement. CEOs expect that the CHRO will be able
to articulate how a company will navigate this dynamic
talent market and find the most reliable path to growth.
As CEO Burkley told us, “CHROs need a plan for
attracting the right talent, not some generic concept of
top talent” to fuel growth and competitive advantage18.
Analytics
For an executive like the CFO, coming from a
quantitative background, analytics is a native language.
Beth Axelrod, former investment banker and strategy
consultant, and now CHRO for eBay, makes the
contrasting observation that, traditionally, HR has
relied more on qualitative strengths and shied away
from quantitative analytical tools. Going forward,
the effective future CHRO’s investment priorities will
need to include fact-based, predictive insights19.
Today’s analytic capabilities provide great opportunities
to expose underlying trends and the relationships
among any number of empirical variables. There is a
risk in this, of course. Matt Tabor, Cisco’s organizational
effectiveness leader, cautions that the overwhelming
availability of data can make it easy to get distracted20.
Working backward from desired outcomes, rather than
data mining in the hope of unearthing some unexpected
gem of insight, is often the more effective way to apply
analytics to targets. CHROs should generate and
syndicate clear problem statements specific to their
industry and company situation, then deploy analytics
to tease out the root causes and their dynamics. The
use of analytics to design, defend, and activate a
growth-oriented agenda will be a key source of
newfound credibility and a hallmark of great HR leaders.
The case of a large financial services organization
that needed to double the size of its sales force is one
such example. It assumed the deepest talent pool for
successful sales recruits would be the existing employee
base. To test that theory, the company put both internal
and external candidates through its hiring process and
tracked all the hired individuals’ subsequent success.

The effort yielded two models with real predictive
power: one to predict which applicants were most likely
to make it through the interview process and be hired,
and the other to predict which salespeople would excel
in their first year. But the results were surprising. It
turned out that, while existing employees were in fact
more likely to make it through the rigorous sales hiring
process, they were less likely to succeed as salespeople.
Based on this insight, the company changed its hiring
process, not by denying internal candidates the
opportunity of a transfer, but by finding ways to
evaluate them based on potential for future success
in sales rather than past success in other parts of the
organization.
Similarly, some leading HR teams are using predictive
models to identify precisely where interventions should
be targeted, down to the level of a particular person at
a particular time, thereby getting greater impact from
their limited resources. Consider how valuable this can
be for a company trying to protect the gains it has made
in diversity and inclusion, for example. Being able to
direct highly focused interventions toward small cohorts
or individuals who are at particular risk at specific times
in their careers can make all the difference to retention.
Curation
As information, opinions, and experiences about what
it is like to work at a given organization proliferate
through formal and informal channels, the CHRO role
becomes a node in a complex, multifaceted network
of impressions and communications. Attracting and
retaining critical talent and developing valuable cultural
collateral rely not only on offering challenging jobs and
attractive salaries, but on cultivating a rich context of
meaning, values, and connections21. Today’s CHRO is
the curator of enormous potential intangible and
tangible value.
Today’s pervasive and universal technology
advancements may help define our future workforces,
but they also ensure that all of our corporate houses
are, to borrow from Fortune journalist David Kirkpatrick,
“built of glass.” There is no longer the singularity of
top-down (and top-out) communications defining a
company. A company’s professionals can, and often
already are, serving as its ambassadors–its brand
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advocates–walking and talking and texting and tweeting
expressions of the company’s brand on its behalf. And
what’s more, what they say is deemed trustworthy.
Research shows that people trust their friends and
neighbors–people “like them”–significantly more than
they trust the heads of companies as to what a
company’s culture is like22.
If today’s employees are serving as ambassadors for
the brand, they’re also expecting the companies they
work for to better align with their own beliefs. Providing
employees with a sense of purpose and contribution to
the greater good is becoming a necessary requirement
for attracting and retaining desirable candidates and
will require CHROs to collaborate with leaders from
marketing, community relations, corporate responsibility,
philanthropy initiatives, and the like.
More CHROs should join forces with chief marketing
officers, seeking increasing crossover between
marketing and recruitment23. When a prospective
employee weighs two competing offers based not only
on salary, health benefits, and location, but on their
sense of affinity to the brand, passion for the product,
and respect for their future co-workers, it is vital that all
these attributes can be communicated, measured, and
demonstrated. CHROs can assimilate marketing tools to
segment employees and to curate an appealing and
authentic set of offerings. Providing professionals
with specific, credible, meaningful data points about
a company can give them news to share with others
that can improve the company’s standing and create
a virtuous cycle of positive feelings in current and
potential employees who share similar values.
As the bounds of the traditional organization are

Seeing the necessity, and applying
ingenuity, CHROs who can surmount
the disruption of the role may well see
their internal effectiveness, external
market value, and overall stature climb
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expanding to accommodate a new blend of balance
sheet and open source talent, the bounds of what
workers want from an employer in return for their
loyalty and commitment–and the voice they have
(through social networks) to express their
thoughts–expand as well. Any company that wants
the creativity and commitment of what Hagel and
Brown call “passionate workers” needs to learn more
about the means through which companies can
enhance engagement24. Engaged workers tend to
be more resilient and more open to learning from
setbacks; they’re also more likely to share their positive
(or negative) professional experiences with others. And
with many large companies pushing to have 50 percent
of their new hires come from referrals25, it’s today’s
workers who will help define tomorrow’s workforce.
Create your own future, or someone else will
Professor Groysberg sums up the transformation of
the chief financial officer in this way: “Many CFOs saw
themselves as great stewards viewing the business
through an accounting versus a strategy and valuecreation lens. The top finance job now is far more of
a strategist, involved in helping the CEO and business
heads find new opportunities and assess their strategic
and financial merits and risks26.”
The same strategic shift in mindset is required to excel
at the CHRO role today. Inevitably, the misalignment of
expectations between the CEO and the CHRO will be
rectified by those HR leaders who are able to develop
and deploy strategic, relationship, operational, and
technical HR capabilities at scale. The change, which
may well transform everything from the position’s
power base to its performance metrics, may disorient
not only the CHRO, but the other members of the
executive leadership team. All will have to adjust to
different expectations, fact-driven solutions, measurable
and measured outcomes, and an altered influence base.
The path to today’s CFO was not linear–and left to its
own devices, the transformation of the CHRO could also
proceed in a haphazard way. But while the CFO role was
reinvented over the course of some decades, the CHRO
will not be afforded nearly the same runway. The rapid
pace of change in talent markets, technology, and
social norms and mechanisms demands a more timely,
systemic, and strategic response. Rather than build up,
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or onto, the existing role description, CHROs should
work from a clean slate to envision what this
increasingly vital role will require, using the current
model of the CFO as a guide and gap analysis results
to plot a transformative path.
The global economy is poised for a growth cycle with
both cash reserves and CEO confidence trending
upward. A limiting factor will be the increasing scarcity
of talent, which will only intensify the need for CHROs
to find the way forward. Drawing from analogy, seeing
the necessity, and applying ingenuity, CHROs who can
surmount the disruption of the role may well see their
internal effectiveness, external market value, and overall
stature climb.
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